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Macroeconomic policy space and African, economies: an empirical sifting

through reality and rhetoric

I. Introduction

The question of policy space is now a central feature of macroeconomic policy

discourses in Africa. This has been more the case in the realm of fiscal policy

discussions but has also been important in monetary policy. On the one hand, in

the context of actions towards achieving the Millennium Development Goals for

African countries, there have been strong arguments that African countries will not

be able to achieve the MDGs unless there is scaling up of aid in order to assist

these countries accelerate towards the MDGs targets.

Sachs (2005) ignited strong debate from his idea of the big-push whose main tenet

is that it is possible to end poverty in 20 years through increased aid1 and by
extension increased fiscal,; space. The suasion for this impetus received

considerable boost from the pronouncements made at the Gleneagles G-8 Summit

of 2005 that considered recommendations from the Commission for Africa2. An
implicit assumption of the-big push through aid is that African countries have room

to relax their macroeconomic policy stances. But on the other hand, there have

been strong counter-arguments that the, current policy space is well defined and

the macroeconomic policies are just right given the capacities in these economies.

The proponents, of(the latterlschopl point that any deviation from the status quo is
likely to unsettle the macroeconomic .stability regime that African countries have

attained and which has resulted in the right macroecohomic fundamentals over the

last few years.'_Easterly (2006) critique;'of Sachs .(2005) and the more middle-

ground Collier (2007)! ^e just a small part of a ranging debate on the idea of
creating fiscal, space [for economies such as those of Africa. In deed, Easterly
(2006) and Collier (2007) both point to other reasons why fiscal space from the aid

push is not likely to 'realize} its expected results of helping'developing countries

such as those in Africaihavejany dent onpoverty. " "''

It is important to highlight at this point thatwhile the debate have tended to focus

on fiscal policy, the direct ;and'indirect ;consequences of; relaxed fiscal policy on

monetary indicators have also led to considerations of monetary policy stance that

is conducive for attainment of MDGs. Under the tight monetary conditions that

many African.countries operate, it is pointed out that expansionary fiscal policy in

support of scaling-up of aid1 to achieve the MDGs will lead to higher inflation. In

which case, arguments that the monetary policy targets as currently pursued are

not favourable to accelerated progress towards the MDGs emerge.

*7"- 4, **

1 Essentially, Sachs (2005) was specific that a doubling of aid from US$65 billion in 2002 a year by 2015
would be necessary in order to eliminate poverty defined on the basis of US$l/day poverty line. ■ '

2The~G-8.countriesat.Gleneagles committed to double development aid to Africa from US$25 billion to-



Is this debate mere rhetoric? Is it also warranted given the real situation in most of

the African countries? This paper aims to provide empirical evidence on whether

the debate, is relevant in the first place. The paper also demonstrates the

importance of taking a country-by-country view in. establishing the implications of

scaling-up of aid or relaxing fiscal and monetary policy constraints. The paper

applies the output potential and output gap measurements for selected African

countries to answer the broad question regarding whether the debate is relevant or

misplaced in an African context. - ; . ■ ■ ,

Theoretically and conceptually, there is a link between an economy's output and

output gap with a desirable macroeconomic policy stance. For example, when

the actual output is greater than potential output (positive output gap), this implies

than an economy is experiencing excess demand. This situation is believed to

create inflationary pressures and calls for appropriate policy responses that

involve reducing aggregate demand such as reduced government spending and

tightening of monetary policy. The reverse, which indicates'excess capacity, may

require'easing of monetary conditions and other policies to stimulate demand. It is

worth recalling that while high inflation" is agreed to be^injurious to growth and

hence undermines the prospects of achieving the MDGs, (there is also

understanding that there;'is a band within which a country's inflation could lie,"

outside which it would not be conducive for growth. 'Empirical literature suggest

that the relationship between inflation and growth is likely to be non-linear whereby

too low or very rates of inflation have a negative correlation to economic growth

(see Chowdhury 2005).

On the fiscal side, potential output arid output gap can be used in the

determination of the cyclically1 adjusted budget balance. A cyclically adjusted
budget balance isequal to the actual budget balance corrected for divergences of
actual from 'potential output, and thus provides a measure of the government

structural fiscal position. There are two points that arise with respect to fiscal policy

outcomes. First is the question of whether given an economy's potential output

there could be scope for an expansionary stance. The second is whether cyclical

adjustment is'taken into account when deciding that the observed fiscal balance
indicator is out of line with the target.

This paper therefore presents empirical evidence on where the reality1 lies for

selected African economies. Essentially, the paper measures the historical and

current potential output and ah; output gap of selected'African countries and then

associates the results with-the macroeconomic policies (fiscal and monetary)

outcomes of these countnes. This not only draws an important macroeconomic

policy stance, timeline but alsoj'enables us to confidently point out where there

could have been a mismatch' between the prevailing policy stance and ;the
economy.'s output and. output gaps. Relying on a measure for the current potential -

output and output gaps the paper:!tKen presents: what- macroe'conbmic policy'

stances: that ^African countries; could realistically adopt in the broad context of

moving.tpwards the Millennium Develbprnent Goals.: r-''"'_-- " ■ "'~- "; :



The paper is organised as follows: In Section-II the paper summarises some of the1

literatureon fiscal and monetary policy space. Section III provides the empirical

analysis. The Section discusses the method used to measure the output potential

and output gap. It also provides a caveat on the measurement given that there.are

different .techniques for determining the output gap of an economy. The second

part of the Section analyses the established historical and present output gap of

the selected African countries with'the indicators of the monetary and fiscal policy

outcomes of each of these countries. Section IV concludes and also indicates

areas for further work in this subject.

2. Macroeconomic Policy Space Debates

Goldsbrough (2006) gives a non-technical summary of the policy debate between

proponents and opponents of tight macroeconomic frameworks for low-income

countries. In a nutshell, in the context-of poverty reduction strategies for-low-*

income countries supported by the IMf there has been concern that the underlying:.

macroeconomic frameworks are • too tight. The conservativeness of these

macroeconomic frameworks is thought to constrain desirable expenditures that,

ideally would help these countries.achieve the MDGs. As a result the low inflation,

rates or target-fiscal deficits underpinned in these frameworks are considered to

be unjustifiable and.actually lower than what is needed for stability purposes. t

Fiscal space debate -

Heller (2005) defines fiscal space, in its broadest sense as the availability of

budgetary room that allows a government to provide resources for a desired

purpose without any prejudice, to the sustainability of a government's, financial

position. Moreover, creating fiscal space allows for the availability of additional

resources for some form of meritorious government spending (or-tax reduction)

that may enhance future economic growth and the possibility of-future fiscal

revenue. According to Heller, there are several ways in which government can

create fiscal space: first, additional revenues can be raised through tax,measures

or by strengthening tax administration; second.Jower priority expenditures can be

cut in order to make room'for more desirable ones; third,- resources, can be
borrowed, either from domestic or external sources; and fourth, governments can

use their power of seignorage.

The creation of fiscal.space is not an easy task since there are.a number of issues

that needs to be considered. The key issues as discussed in Goldsbrough (2006)

are fiscal sustainability;'the Dutch disease; the absorptive capacity and the

effectiveness of the, expenditures.1 Fiscal sustainability relates to the capacity of a

government to financei: its 'desjred : expenditure programs, to service any debt

..obligations (including those.-that, may arise-if; the .created-fiscal..space .arises fronv

government borrowing),:and to ensure itsTsolvency;' -=-v::■-■}','7';- r.. -"':' ■ !: ? ;\"'-:-v>

Heller (2005) discusses ;the issues ^of fiscal sustainability within two broad: policy

.spheres. Firstly, the creation of fiscal policy; needs to consider the^scope for



increased public savings through tax reform and expenditure .rationalization, and

secondly, it is also determined by the additional resources that can be mobilized

from borrowing and grants, consistent with maintaining macroeconomic stability

and debt sustainability. increasing the revenue share of GDP seems to be the first
option for countries with low tax shares. -For low-income countries, raising1 the tax

share to at least 15 percent of the GDP would be a minimum objective. Raising

tax revenue beyond this level, however, is not an easy option since it has some

political implications and economically hard to justify.

Borrowing and external grants are alternatives for financing additional expenditure.

In the case of borrowing the question of repayment vis-a-vis the cost of borrowing

arises. Government may choose to borrow without taking specific account of the

direct returns from the particular expenditure item, but.then must do so in the

context of an assessment of the overall sustainability of a government's borrowing

program, given the*size .of the government's existing obligations .for debt service

and principal repayments. ,

For, many developing countries, the possibilities of.higher external grants are

increasingly, plausible given the strengthening consensus on initiatives to reach the

MDGs. However, as noted, above, the ranging debate as exemplified by Sachs

(2005), Easterly (2006) and Collier (2007) point to an unsettled proposition with

regards to creating fiscal space. Nonetheless, the point remains that grants may

provide desired room; for;some fiscal space, although there-is merit in the

questions regarding its .sustainability.and predictability. : Ideally,'greater .fiscal

space-is implied by a commitment by external donors-to provide a given flow of

resources over a number of years, as 'opposed to the provision of the same
amount of such resources over time but to uncertainty each year as to its
provision.

Monetary policy space

The debate on policy space in relation to monetary policy has revolved around the

inflation targets, underlying ' macroeconomic frameworks that would enable

developingxountries, such, as those in Africa attain the MDGs. It is important to

note, that the inflation targets are also directly linked to the fiscal space question. In

this regard, as Goldsbrough (2006) points out, the .debate on inflation targets

revolves around two arguments. On the one hand, are arguments that low inflation

targets limit the fiscal space possible for MDGs-oriented spending. But this is more

to do with fiscal space created through monetary financing of the fiscal deficit. The

second argument is that low-income countries.such as those in Africa are more

vulnerable to exogenous shocks, which makes it important for them to be more

conservative as they may not be in a position to accommodate accompanying
price shocks..

Chowdhury (2005) and IMF (2005) suggest existence of a consensus about the
non-linearity of the relationship between inflation and. growth. However, differences

emergejn!;the..empirical literature over the threshold band of inflation rate beyond



which high prices hurt the economy. From cross-country regressions results cited

in Goldsbrough (2006), some studies arrive at a threshold of 5-10 per cent while

others have 10-20%. The issue of the appropriate inflation targets threshold'aside,
the critical point is'also whether there is scope to expand the fiscal space without'
creating inflationary pressures. Relating the potential output and the output gap to

the fiscal space and its attendant possible link to inflation is one of focus of this '

paper. ' 'r : '

3. Measuring Potential Output and Output Gap

In general, there are two" types of approaches to estimating potential output, which'

may be classified into .statistical defending and estimation of structural

relationships, the difference is thatthe former approach.attempts to separate the

process into1 permanent and cyclical components while the latter isolates the

effects of structural and cyclical1 influences oh output using economic theory:
Some of the defending methods include the Hodrick-Prescott filter and' the

unobserved components methods. The approaches for estimating structural

relationships include1 the linear method, structural vector autoregressioh (VAR)
method and production1'function method. A'more detailed discussion of-the
different approaches'to estimating'potential output and output gap is found, for

example in Njuguna et ai: (2003). ' '*'".. ' '. '

In this section, the specific tools for measuring potential output used in thisstudy

are discussed. Due to lack of data available for most African countries ," the
methods used here-are'limited-to the linear method, and the Hodrick-Prescott

method. • ' r

3.1 Estimation methods

The Linear Method

The simplest way to estimate the output gap and potential output is to use a linear
trend. "This method is based on the assumption that potential .output is a
deterministic function of time and the output gap is a residual from the trend line.

This method presumes that output is at its potential level on average, over the

sample period. Hence trend, in output, which represents potential output, may be

estimated as ■ ' ' • .,..-.■-..'

y; =cto+d1Trend ' - - " '- (3.1) " •

Endnotes: . "J ,] . , „,,.., . ^ , ^ ,„-.., ... ..; vt :f. ., ., ;v. .-_--^i-

.3 For'example, to estimate potential output and output gap using the production function approach, data on :
employment is necessary which are not available for many African countries. - ,-• -,:.'■■ - "-. m



where y," is output trend, ot;, i = 0,1 are estimated coefficients from the1

regression of the actual output on time trend variable. Output gap is obtained

using

c, = y.-y; . ' , "(3.2)

where q is the output gap, yt is the actual output, y[ is the potential output from

(3.1), and t= 1, 2, .... T is a time index.

The major limitations of this method includes a) the long-run evolution of the time

series is deterministic and therefore perfectly predictable, b) the estimate of the

output gap is found to be sensitive to the sample period used in the regression

estimation (see for example, de Brouwer 1998), and lastly c) this method assumes

that the potential output grows at a constant rate which often.doesnot hold. *

The Hodrjck-Prescott Method

The Hodrick-Prescott method or Hodrick-Prescott filter (Hodrick arid Prescott
1997), hereafter referred to as HP method, is a simple smoothing procedure. The

main assumption of this method is that there is a prior knowledge 'that growth
component varies "smoothly" over time, the HP method operates on a framework

that a given time series, say'y, (or output) may be expressed as the sum of a

growth component or trend y* (or potential output) and a cyclical component or

output gap c,, that is :

y, =y;+cl. (3.3)

The measure of the smoothness of y] is the sum of the squares of its second

difference. The average of the deviations of ct from y't is assumed to be near zero

over a long period of time. These assumptions lead to a programming:problem of

finding the growth components by minimizing the following expression

1-1 1-2

T

(3.4)

The parameter X is a positive number, which penalizes variability in the growth

component series;vThe~larger the valueof C*the:,smopth"er is the solution'series..

Moreover, as X approaches infinity, the limit of the solutions for equation (3.4) is

the least squares.of a linear,time trend:,mpdel. .On-the. other hand, as the

smoothing- factor <approaches^zerb; the ^function is minimised, by ^eliminating the



difference between actual- and potential output that is making potential output

equal to actual output. In most empirical work, the value of A. = 1,600 is chosen

when using quarterly data.

The HP method has been used in a number of empirical studies (see for example

De Masi 1997; de Brouwer 1998; Scacciavillani and Swagel 1999; and Cerra and

Saxena 2000). The popularity of this method is due to its flexibility in tracking the

characteristics of the fluctuations in trendoutput. The advantage of the HP filter is

that it renders the output gap stationary over a wide range of smoothing values

and it allows the trend to change overtime. Moreover, in most studies for

developing countries, this method is preferred because of considerably less data

requirements (see De Masi 1997).

As in the other methods of measuring potential output and output gap, the HP

method also have some constraints (see Harvey and Jaeger 1993 for

documentation). The first weakness of the HP method is that changing the

smoothing weight {X) affects how responsive potential output is to movements in

actual output (de Brouwer 1998). de Brouwer (1998) found that a lower smoothing

factor produces a 'smaller1 estimate of the gap. For high smoothing factor, the
estimate indicates output above potential, but for moderate or low smoothing, the

estimate suggests output below potential. De Brouwer also found'that the cycles

in output are sensitive to the smoothing weight. Thus, an appropriate smoothing

parameter (X) is difficult to identify.

Another weakness of the HP method is the high end-sample biases, which reflect

the symmetric trending objective of the method across the whole sample and the

different constraints that apply within the sample and its edges. This is especially

a problem when one is interested with the most recent observations in the sample

for purposes of drawing conclusion for policy implementation and projections for

the immediate'future. To counter this problem however, researchers use output

projections to augment the observations.- The reliability of measured potential

output and output gap would then depend on the accuracy of the forecasts used to

avoid the end-sample bias.

3.2 Empirical Measures

Table 1 in the Annex summarises the estimation results for the output gap of

selected African countries using the HP method for the period 1986-2005 in five

years intervals. The table also shows two important indicators used in the fiscal

space debate: inflation rates and the government budget balance. In order to link

the output gap and the fiscal space to the MDGs discussions, the table also

presents the real GDP growth rates. Jt is generally accepted that for African

countrjesto reacrnthe MDG of halving-poverty by.the.year 2015,--their. economies.^;

rheed to'ijrow by more than 7 per cent annually iri real terms, the discussion in the '-
remainder of this section focuses on'whether scope exists for scaling. up._.

.- expenditures fpr MDGs in the context of output potential and output gap. While the ;

liable shows results for'thefperiod;1986-20p5l:the^de.Date'abdut scaling upJs more""



in the context of the post-Millennium 'Summit. However, the critique that

macroeconomic stabilisation focus could have hindered exploitation of

opportunities for growth is still valid and as a result drives the discussions for the

pre-2000 period.

A focus on macroeconomic stabilisation in the late 1980s reasonable

As estimations in Table 1 show, two-thirds of the African countries in the sample

had positive output gaps in, the period 1986-1990 indicating their economies were

experiencing excess demand and hence operating above capacity. At the same"

time inflation was evidently a problem during this period as a significant number of

countries had rates above 20 per cent. Despite this, only four of the countries with

excess demand had average growth rates above 5 per cent and for the majority of

cases; having tight macroeconomic frameworks with low inflation targets appear to

have been quite reasonable. In theory, the possibility that the excess demand was

also a source of the high prices cannot be ignored. -

At the country level, a few observations can be made. One of the best performing

economy during the period was Botswana. While it had a budget surplus, and- an

inflation rate of 10 per cent during this period, it was already operating above

potential. In deed, the fact that the slow" down in the 1991-95 period was

accompanied with a budget surplus is an indication that the problem for Botswana

might not Have been fiscal space but probably absorption capacity. |l 3

In the same period-of the second half of the 1980s, Lesotho, Nigeria, Kenyan

Swaziland and Seychelles were some of the best performers with average growth

rates above five per cent, n Among these, Seychelles could have scaled up its

growth .'performance based:"on its low inflation and the fact that it had excess1
capacity. The possibility that at this time country specific macroeconomic" targets

may have been relevant is demonstrated by the cases of Nigeria arid Lesotho. On

the one hand, Nigeria had 'a decent growth rate but with a negative output gap.'

Which means it had; room toiscale up its growth. But its inflation rate of 26 per cent
was higher than the threshold, which could have been considered appropriate at

the time. iThis was however not the case with Lesotho which had-a low deficit and

an inflation rate of 13.5' per! cent. Given that it also had excess capacity, it could

have actually scaled up its growth with more aid. - - ■ . ■

Persistence ofmacroeconomic instabilities in the early1990s in the face of"

excess capacities

The case for tight macroeconomic frarheworks in the first half of the 1990s is also

evident. In the period 1991-95, only one-third of the countries had excess-demand.

The rest were operating-below capacity, with many at the margin. While the result

that many:.werereither-at the margin -or-witri:.excessVcapacity suggests that growth '";
could have been scaled up, given the poor growth performance1 at the time, the '

high inflation rates/made^ scaling upi.not.to: be- an .option/- In ..deed,, only .three-



countries (Sudan, Mauritius, and Namibia) had growth rates; greater than 5 per

cent. « . r . . . •

But as can be seen from Table 1, 1991-1995 was a period of high inflation rates

with a sizeable number of countries with inflation rates above 20 per cent. Thus,

even though many countries such as Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius,

Mozambique and Zimbabwe had excess capacity, the high inflation rates implied

that it would have been more difficult to expand the fiscal space without the danger

of worsening the macroeconomic situation. Besides, the same countries had
deficits that left little room-for exploiting the excess'capacity without further

macroeconomic stability concerns.

Similarly, countries such as Angola and Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) had.

negative growth rates and even though they had excess capacity, the focus would

have been macroeconomic stabilization first. However, the case;for specificity

when it comes to policy prescription is demonstrated by Rwanda that at this time

could have benefited from scaled-up policy space through grants.

Could output gap in the second half of the 1990s havebeen exploited more?

There was evident improvement in the second half of,the 1990s as growth

improved with, many more countries with rates above five per cent. At the same

time, signs that inflation-was being brought under control are also evident since for

many countries single-digit rates were being registered although several countries
had double-digits with! conflict countries such as Angola and-DRC having high

inflation. With respect.to fiscal balance, many had .deficits.- When it comes to the

output gap, two-thirds-had excess capacity. Given.the macrorStability.achieved at

this-point, there was scope to increase.the fiscal space that would exploit-the

excess capacity. But ^depending on the consensus of the inflation-thresholds at

this period, the following points can be made: countries like Zambia, Sierra.Leone

and others with double digit inflations but with excess capacityrcould have tried to

raise growth with danger.of worsening the double-digit-inflation rates. But this

could not have been a risk if the fiscal space was to be created through grants

rather than borrowing from the Central Banks. It seems that focus on

macroeconomic stabilization was still the overriding concern, when probably a shift

towards more focus on higher growth should have been the case.

The reality of the "stabilisation trap" and the its implications for the policy

space debate

Chowdhury (2005) defines a "stabilisation trap" as a situation characterised by low

inflation and insufficient growth for poverty reduction. For an economy to move out

of the trap; it will be necessary to exploit the possibilities presented by the non-

linear relationship'between; inflation and. growth. That is, taking-advantage of .the

positive relationship between moderate inflation and economic growth. This means

avoiding both too low and too high inflation, which are harmful to economic growth.

: An-: implicit assumption - of breaking/out of:the trap- isi'that the; probabilitypf



moderate inflation4 slipping into hyperinflation is low. What then is-the evidence for
the African countries post-Millennium Summit when the focus ought to have been

on scaling up economic growth?

As Table 1 shows, during, the first five years after the Millennium Summit (2001-

2005), from the point of view of macro indicators, average inflation rates for

majority of the countries were single digit. This means that the macroeconomic

stabilisation objectives from the policies of the mid-1980s to the mid-1980s had

been achieved. At the same time, the fiscal deficit was also low in all countries

except for Sierra Leone, Madagascar and Benin. Unfortunately, the low inflation

rates and fiscal deficits were accompanied with positive growth rates but below 5

per cent. Indeed only four countries had the desired seven per cent economic

growth rate, namely: Sierra Leone, Mozambique, Angola and Comoros. And not

surprisingly, these are post-conflict countries. .

The African economies were clearly in a stabilisation trap. This then raises the ;

question whether there was room for scaling up of growth? There are two angles j

through which this question can be addressed in the context of MDGs realisation. -

First, is the examination of the output gaps of these economies given their,

potential. As Table 1 shows, ;only five countries have excess capacity and even.,

then, only Mauritania had significant unutilised capacity. However, countries like,;

Seychelles, Malawi, Guinea Bissau, and Cote d'lvoire, had some scope of scaling*'

up due to their negative output gaps, even thought small. The excess capacity in *

these five economies could, have been exploited without any impact on inflation
and fiscal deficit. . ■ ■ . . ,

The second view as to whether efforts through scaling up of growth were justified,'-
or the debate of fiscal space is mere rhetoric is presented by the countries that

had excess demand. In a tight macroeconomic framework, one could argue that

there was no scope for improving growth through creation of fiscal space as most

of the African economies had positive output gaps. But on the other hand, given
the low rates of inflation, it is evident that there is scope to accommodate slightly

higher fiscal space if more relaxed inflation and fiscal deficit threshold were
pursued.

IV. Conclusions

This paper has investigated the justification for or against the question of scaling

up economic growth in African in order to achieve the target of halving poverty by

the year 2015 through creation of fiscal space. The paper has attempted to show

whether the debate for more policy space is founded on a strong empirical base or

is just rhetoric. To answer these questions, the paper provides empirical measures

of the output gaps,in selected African economies. These output gaps have then

beeni-presented side by side with-two key indicators—inflation rates and fiscal;.

4 Chowdhiiry (2005) suggests this may mean tolerating "moderate" inflation in the range of. 10712 per cent,' ■"'"'':
which is within poldsbroiigh (2005) threshold of 10-20 percent.. ' . . "" ,. ." ' -' " ' -.;"'"'f:*.



balance—whose targets have been argued to be.to low to be supportive of any

initiative that would propel African economies into higher growth rates.

The paper has shown at the start of implementation of tight macroeconomic

frameworks, most African economies had positive output gaps, meaning that they

were operating above their capacity. But they were at the same time characterised

by high inflation rates. The demand management policies that were instituted to
deal with the macroecononiic instabilities associated with the high inflation rates

managed to shift most of the economies from positive to negative output gaps

positions. But inflation rates were still high and the risk of persistence of

macroeconomic instability was still real.

But as the second decade of tight macroeconomic frameworks started, the paper

suggests that an opportunity was lost to have country-by-country approach since

some countries at this time had negative output gaps accompanied with low

inflation rates and realistic fiscal balances. This somehow spilled over to the post-
Millennium Summit period!:leading to stabilisation-trap for many of the African

countries, with most of them experience low economic growth in an environments
low inflation rates. Considering that a few countries had excess capacity, and

those with excess-demand just on the margin, the paper shows that there was

scope to scale up growth via creation of fiscal space, which could exploit the room

between the tight macroeconomic targets and the more relaxed thresholds for

inflation and fiscal-balance that'are accepted as necessary to achieve the MDGs.

The evidence presented in this paper leads to the overarching conclusion that

given the output potential and output gaps of most of the African countries and the

stabilisation traps that they find themselves in, there is merit in the arguments for

policy space—be itLfiscalor monetary.
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